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LAST Friday the music composition skills of several Brisbane Girls Grammar School Year 12 music students were showcased by one of Australia's leading new instrumental ensembles, Topology.

The unique concert, entitled Visions of Self, was the result of a workshop where members of Topology worked with Brisbane Girls Grammar School students on a weekly basis to develop and support their skills in composing original music pieces.

The girls drew inspiration from Year 12 artworks by their fellow students, including still and moving images.

The corresponding artwork was projected at the concert.

The concert, which was co-ordinated by Brisbane Girls Grammar School's head of classroom music Andrew Pennay, was an emotionally moving experience and a resounding success.

"Year 12 music students were very fortunate to work with such a superb ensemble," Mr Pennay said after the concert.

"Students responded professionally to artwork by their peers and the resulting performance was a visual and aural spectacular."